A linear inverse mixing model is applied to hydrographic, nutrient, and carbon data collected during 
field et al., 1963] is based on the elemental composition of plankton protoplasm [Fleming, 1940] , while the AOU value was inferred from stoichiometric constraints. Considering both, the denitrification and the anthropogenic CO•, the observed concentrations of nutrients, DIC, and oxygen should be affected by water mass mixing and remineralization processes. In this study we obtain the mixing fraction and the biogeochemical change by applying a linear inverse mixing model, the extended optimum multiparameter (OMP) analysis Karstensen and Tomczak, 1998 ], to the observational data. Addressing the importance of diapycnal fluxes, this analysis is not restricted to certain spreading surfaces. We extend the "classical" Redfield ratios by including silicon in our results because in some regions, silicate seems to play an important role in the drawdown of atmospheric CO• via the biological pump [Dugdale and Wilkerson, 1998 ].
Generally, it is not evident that the elements released to

Data
Two data sets were analyzed (Figure 1 Having a set of equations of properties with different ranges and units, a normalization has to be done before a solution of the system can be found. Because some properties are absolute values (SWT) and other are relative values (r), the normalization is split in two stages It is worth noting here that the extended OMP analysis can be used to calculate the anthropogenic CO2 by iteratively finding the best correction on the DIC values in respect to RDiC, but this is beyond the scope of the present study. Moreover, the low-quality DIC data of the GEOSECS program are not sufficient to determine the small amounts of anthropogenic CO2 below 500 m with adequate accuracy.
Results and Discussion
In Figures 8-16 the standard deviation on all results presented in this section is obtained by adding 100 times random noise on source water types and observational data simultaneously.
Water Mass Fractions
The depth dependency of the water mass fractions from both cruises is shown in Figure 8 . As already sug- 
